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Social and Economic
Justice is On the Line

A Quiet, But Important
Step for Consumers–
Legislation in Action

Getting to Single Payer, Part 3

Larson, Courtney:
Fix ACA by letting 50 to
64-year-olds join Medicare

Social and Economic Justice is On the Line
I was a kid in 1968 when race riots broke out nationwide, and when I first read The Diary of Anne
Frank. After almost 40 years working on social justice issues, on Saturday I felt the same pang in the pit
of my stomach that I felt at the age of 10. Fear and profound sadness. Except that I also felt completely
pissed off. It feels like we make no progress and I live in dread for my multi-racial, multi-ethnic,
multi-lingual family, friends and community.

A Quiet, But Important Step for Consumers— Legislation in Action
With little fanfare, an important report was released from the state: Cost & Market Impact Review of
the Hartford HealthCare’s Proposed Affiliation with the Charlotte Hungerford Hospital.

That’s quite a mouthful, but what it really means is that Connecticut is doing its job of watching out
for residents in the quickly changing health care landscape of the state.

Getting to Single Payer, Part III
I probably should have started the Single Payer series with this post. That’s because “single payer”
means different things to different people.

Larson, Courtney: Fix ACA by letting 50 to 64-year-olds join Medicare
Keeping you up to date: A health care proposal co-sponsored by CT Congressional Representatives
Larson and Courtney - Medicare Buy-In and Health Care Stabilization Act - in their own words in
the CT Mirror.

Thank you to EVERYONE who answered our call to send selfies
and/or photos of loved ones.
We hundreds photos to illustrate that millions of people will be
hurt if the Senate votes to decimate our health care.
We also want to thank everyone who showed up, cheered, chanted and stood together against those who would roll back important health care gains in this country.
Enjoy both of our #LivesOnTheLine videos.

Sign up for the Protect Our Care CT Campaign, which was
developed to protect the gains we have made in healthcare as a
nation and a state. Sign up for news and alerts through this
campaign by going to their website: www.protectourcarect.org.
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